
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

STEEL BELTED RADIALS 

For decades tire manufacturers have used this term to describe the quality of their product.  They 

attempted to convince the consumer that tires with steel belts imbedded in the rubber makes the tire 

stronger, and longer lasting.  Perhaps they are correct, structurally speaking, and perhaps their 

marketing strategy also worked.  Who knows?  And besides, that has absolutely nothing to do with this 

newsletter. 

The real subject of this newsletter is the steel belts that are inside tires - the same steel belts that can 

become exposed when a tire is damaged.  You know the belts, the ones that will puncture your hand or 

lacerate your fingers when you pick up the damaged tire.  Well, if you don’t know about these belts then 

you can add your name to the list that includes Floyd’s name.  His awareness of steel belts came with 

experience, a very embarrassing and potentially painful experience one cold December morning along 

the interstate in northern Illinois.  

Floyd had a flat on an inside drive wheel.  He was definitely irritated because this would surely disrupt 

his scheduled delivery for that afternoon and then mess up the balance of his week.  Seems like when 

one thing goes wrong everything else follows.  A roadside maintenance vehicle was summoned and 

soon arrived.  The mechanic quickly set about the task of changing the tire.  However, Floyd had to 

contact dispatch and seek guidance/permission because he did not have a spare.  Dispatch authorized 

the purchase of a tire and its installation, but they told Floyd to be sure to save the old tire and bring it 

back.  Once the mechanic had the old tire off the rim Floyd was motivated to help so he rolled the tire to 

his storage rack under the trailer and picked it up to set it in the rack.  That is when Floyd first learned 

about steel belted radials.  His index finger and the palm of his hand had several puncture wounds 

where the steel belts cut into him.  He bled like a “stuck hog” but surprisingly it did not hurt too much, 

thanks to the cold temperature.  His wounds were treated at a local walk-in clinic and he was released 

to drive, but not after even more of a delay.  Seems like when one thing goes wrong everything else 

follows. 

REAL LIFE LESSON 

There are two simple lessons to be learned from this injury.  One is for management and the other is for 

drivers.  Management should inform (train) all drivers about the hazards associated with the steel belts 

in tires and they should provide (equip) each driver with gloves to protect their hands if they ever have 

to handle damaged tires.  And, of course, all drivers should then wear gloves whenever they handle 

damaged tires. 


